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WEIGHTED NORM INEQUALITIES
FOR POTENTIAL OPERATORS

MARTIN SCHECHTER

ABSTRACT. We give sufficient conditions for inequalities of the form

(f(fG(x-y)f(y)dn(y)j    dw(x)J       < C (j \f(y)\> du{y) J

to hold for measurable functions /.    We determine the dependence of the

constant C on the measures n, v, u> and give some applications.

1.  Introduction. Let G(x) be a nonnegative function on R", and let p, v, uj

be Borel measures. If we define

(1.1) Gdp(x) = j G(x-y)dp(y),

we shall be interested in inequalities of the form

(1-2) ||G/<fc||,,u<C||/||P,„

where

n/iu = (/i/(i/)r^(i/)) P-

Such inequalities arise in many areas of mathematics and physics, and we shall be

giving some applications.

In addition to the assumption that G(x) be nonnegative, we shall also assume

that there is a constant Co such that

(1.3) G(y) < C0G(x)   when \x\ < 2\y\.   □

This condition is satisfied in most cases of potential functions.  For instance, the

Riesz potential is given by

Is(x) = T(i(n - s))2-97r-"/2r(|s)-1|a:|s-"

and the Bessel potential is given by

/•OO

G.(X) = (tor^rfa)-1   /       e-*-|^l2/4^[(S-rl)-l]/2 rff
Jo

Both of these functions are radial and decreasing in [x\. Hence they satisfy (1.3)

with Co = 1.
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58 MARTIN SCHECHTER

For any function of sets a(Q), we define

(1.4) Ma<sdn(x)=   sup  o-(Q)-lu(Q)
x€Q

\Q\<6"

where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q with sides parallel to the coordinate

axes, containing the point x and having volume [Q[ < 6n. Here

p(E) = f du(y).
J E

We also take

(1.5) Mo- dp(x) = M^oo dp(x) = sup a(Q)~lp(Q).
x€Q

We consider finite cubes Q with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. For a cube

Q we let l(Q) denote the length of its side and we put i(Q) = 4^/nl(Q). For a > 0

we let aQ denote the cube with side length al(Q) and having the same center as

Q. For a measure p, we let uq denote the restriction of p to Q.

Our first result is

THEOREM 1.1.   Assume that a, b,p,q,t> 1, t <p< a and that

(1.6) l/a + l/b=l/q.

Assume also that p is absolutely continuous with respect to v and that

(1.7) ||Gd/ig||,,u<00

for all G. Let

(1.8) <r([l + &y/n\Q) =u(Q)f sup [ G(x - y)dw(x);

and let p, r be functions of sets such that

(1.9) a(Q) > p(Q)1'tr(Q)l,t'

for any cube Q, where t' = t/(t — 1).  Then there is a constant C depending only on

p, q, and n such that

\\Gfdn\\q,u < CCQ-\\f\\p,v\\MT(dp./dv)t'dv\\tft:tU

(L10) xsupKQ)-1/pI|mpXqHI:;Lq.

Variations of this theorem are given by

THEOREM 1.2.   Under the same hypotheses

\\Gf dp[\q^ <q-l2"+l(q + l)1+1/"Cl[\f[\p,v

x\\MaAdniduy''<*<#,„•

THEOREM  1.3.   Under the same hypotheses, if p < q, then

(1.12)    ||G/d/i||,,u < CC'll/ll^suplld/x/^II^IIM^xo^/^^II^.Q.
Q
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THEOREM 1.4.   Under the same hypotheses, if p < q, then

\\Gfdp\\q,u < C<%\\f\\p,vmp\\MT(dp/dVf dv\\$uQ
o

(1 13)
xsnp[[MpXQdv[\lJ;t^Qv(Q)-Vp.

The proofs of these theorems will be given in §2. The first step is to prove

\\Gfdp\\qtJJ<Cq\[Mafdfx]\q,u

where Cq = <7_12«+1(<7 + 1)1+1/«C^ (Corollary 2.4). This estimate is obtained by

a method of Muckenhoupt and Wheeden [3]. Then we find estimates for the right-

hand side (Theorems 2.7-2.10). Here we use, among other things, results of Sawyer

An interesting consequence of these theorems is

COROLLARY 1.5. Assume that (1.7) holds and that a is given by (1.8). //

1 < t < p < q and

(1.14) r(Q)= [ (dii/dv? dv
JQ

then

(1.15) ||G/d/i||,,w < Csnpv(Q)-1lp\\Ma^-,xQdv[^Q[\f[[p^.

Next we show how we can weaken (1.7). We let

Gr du(x) = I G(x - y) dp(y)
J\x-y\>r

and assume

(1.16) [\GrdpQ[[qiU) < oo   for some r and all Q.

We have

THEOREM 1.6. //(1.7) is replaced by (1.16), then Theorems 1.1-1.4 and Corol-
lary 1.5 hold with Cq replaced by q~q2q+l(q + 1)«+1C#.

Special cases of inequality (1.2) have been considered by several authors (cf.

[1-25] and the references quoted in them). It does not appear that anyone has

hitherto studied (1.2) in its full generality. An important aspect of our approach

is that there are no preconditions placed on the measures p, v, uj. Inequality (1.2)

holds provided (1.16) holds and the constants in any of the inequalities (1.1), (1-12),

(1.13), or (1.15) are finite.

As an application we consider the weighted Sobolev space H"'p(Wl,dv) with

norm given by

(i.i7) iHkP,, = iiF(i + iei2r/2^iip,,

where F denotes the Fourier transform

Fu(f) = (27T)-"/2 f    e-^xu(x)dx
Jr."

and F denotes its inverse. We shall be concerned with the case s > 0. As an

application of Corollary 1.5 we have the following theorem.
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THEOREM 1.7. Assume that 1 < t < p < q and that there are constants a < q,

R such that

(1.18) [       e-Q|x| dw(x) < oo.

J\x\>R

Let a be given by

(1.19) o(\l + %Jn]Q) = u(Q) /sup / Gs(x - y) du(x)
I       V    J\x-y\<1(Q);x€Q

and let r be given by

(1.20) r(Q) = [ (dx/duf du.
JQ

If the Lebesgue measure is absolutely continuous with respect to v, then

(1.21) ||«||,,u < Csnp^Qr^M^^XQdu^QMs.p,,-
w

We can also obtain criteria for (1.2) to hold even when q < p by using either

Theorem 1.1 or Theorem 1.2. Moreover, we can have our inequalities depend on

the operators Mp,0 with 6 < oo and the supremum taken over cubes Q satisfying

\Q[ < 6n if we assume

This can be seen from the theorems of §2. The formulation of such theorems is

straightforward and is left to the reader.

Proof of the theorems of this section will be found in §2.

After this paper was submitted for publication, Eric Sawyer gave the author a

copy of his paper [26] in which he finds two conditions which together are necessary

and sufficient for (1.2) to hold in the case » < q, p = v, and G(x) is a positive

semicontinuous radial function decreasing in [x[. In the present paper we do not

necessarily make these restrictions. However, our conditions are only sufficient. It

would be of interest to find the relationship between the results in the cases of

overlap.

2. An inequality. In this section we shall prove a basic estimate that will be

used in establishing the theorems of §1. First we have

THEOREM 2.1. Let 0 < q < oo, and let p, w be locally finite Borel measures

on Rn. Assume that the function G(x) on Rn satisfies

(2.1) G(x)>0

and

(2.2) [x\ < 2\y\ implies G(y) < C0G(x).

Then for every e > 0 and 6 > 0

(2.3) [\Grdp\\lu<eq\\G2rdp\\% + (2q+1C^eqnM^sdp\\^
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where

(2.4) Grdp(x)= f G(x-y)dp(y),
J\x—y\<r

(2.5) Mo-,sdp(x)=   sup  o-(Q)~1p(Q),
xeQ

\Q\<8"

(2.6) <t([1 + 8y/n\Q) = w(Q)/sup / G(x - y) du(x),
y    J \x-y\<4^r7l{Q);xeQ

and

(2.7) r < 2^6/(1 + 8^).

Proof. Let
SA = {xeR"|G2rdAi(a;) > A}

for any A. If SA ̂  Rn, then

(2.8) Sx = (J Q„
j=i

where the cubes Qj have sides parallel to the coordinate axes, have disjoint interiors,

and satisfy

(2.9) d(Qj,Scx)<3VTil(Qj)

where Mc denotes the complement of M in Rn (cf. e.g., [17, p. 10]). By subdividing

Qj if necessary, we may require that

(2.10) pj = 4^/n~l(Qj) < 2r.

If (2.10) is achieved by subdivision, we lose (2.9).   But in this case we can also

require

(2.11) r < 9i.

Thus we can make each Qj satisfy (2.10). If it does not satisfy (2.11), it will satisfy

(2.9).
Let b, d be positive numbers to be determined later. Define

(2.12) Ej = {xE Qj[Gr dp(x) > Xb, Mafi dp(x) < Xd}

for each j. Let Q be one of the cubes Qj, and let E C Q be the set given by (2.12).

Assume first that Q satisfies (2.10) and (2.11). Then we have

Xbuj(E) < j   Grdp(x)dui(x)= f  f G(x - y) dp(y) dui(x)
Jq JQJ\x-y\<r

= 11 G(x-y)du(x)   dp(y)

< sup / G(x - y) duj(x) / dp(y)
y    J\x-y\<p;xeQ JQ + 2p

< uj(Q)Ma<i{Q)+2pdp(x),        xEQ,
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by (2.6), where p = pj.  Assume that E ^ 0.  Since l(Q) + 2p < 8 by (2.7) and

(2.10), there is an x E Q such that

Ma^(Q)+2pdp(x) < Xd.

Thus

(2.13) oj(E) < (2d/b)co(Q)

(the reason for the 2 will be given later).

Next assume that Q satisfies (2.9) and (2.10) but not (2.11). Thus p < r, and

there is a point x0 and in 5a within a distance of 3^/(12) of Q. Thus

(2.14) G2rdp(x0) < X.

If x E Q, then \x — x0\ < p. Hence if [y — x] > p, we have

\y - xo] <\y-x\ + \x- x0[ < 2\y - x[.

Thus if x E Q, then

Grdp(x)= j + j G(x-y)dp(y)
J\x-y\<p      J p<\x-y\<r

< Gp dp(x) + C0 I G(x0 - y) dp(y)
J\x0-y\<2r

= Gp dp(x) + C0G2r dp(x0)

< Gp dp(x) + CQX

by (2.2) and (2.14). We now take b = 2C0- Then

E E {xE Q\GP dp(x) > \bX, Mat6 dp(x) < dX}.

Consequently,

-Xbuj(E) < I  Gpdp(x)duj(x)=       / G(x - y) dp(y) dw(x)
2 JQ JqJ\x-v\<p

= [([ G(x-y)doj(x))dp(y)
J     \J\x-y\<p;x€Q J

<u(Q)MaAQ)+2pdp(x),        xEQ,

< oj(Q)Xd,

by (2.6) and (2.7). Thus (2.13) holds in this case as well (here we need the factor

of 2). If we now add (2.13) over all the cubes, we obtain

uj({Grdp(x) > Xb, Ma,sdp(x) < Xd}) < (2d/b)u>(Sx).

Thus

u({Grdp(x) > Xb}) < (2d/b)to(Sx) + w({M^sdp(x) > Xd})

and consequently

/    u({Grdp(x)> Xb})dXq
Jo

2d rN rN
<—        uj(Sx)dX<'+        ui({Masdp(x) > Xd})dXq.

o Jo Jo
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This gives

cNb

/      uj({Grdp(x)>1})d1q
Jo

fN b     cNd
< 2dbq~1 /    uj(Sx) dXq + - u({Ma,s dp(x) > 7}) di9.

Jo "  Jo
Letting N —► 00, we obtain

(2.15) \\Grdp\[lu <2dbq-1[\G2rdp[[lul + (b/d)q\\MrTtsdp\\lul.

If we now take eq = 2dbq~1, b = 2C0, we obtain (2.3).    □

Corollary 2.2. //1 <q < 00 and

(2.16) ||Gd/i||,,u,<oo,

then for 0 < e < 1
2q+lC%

(2-17) \\Gd»\\w < {i_eq)1°/q£q\[Madp\[qtU1

where

(2.18) Ma dp(x) = Mffi00 dp(x) = sup a(Q)~1p(Q).
x€Q

PROOF. We note that

Grdp < G dp,    Mafi dp < M„ dp.

Thus (2.3) implies

\\Gr dp\\% < eq\\Gdp\\% + (2q+1C9/eq)q\\M<7 dp\\%.

Since Grdp / G dp the result follows.    □

Corollary 2.3. Ifi<q<<x> and

(2.19) \\GdnQ\\q,u <co

for each finite cube Q, then

(2.20) \[Gdp[\q^<q-l2q+xCqQ(q+l)l + 1'q[\Madp[[q^.

PROOF. Let {Qk} be a sequence of cubes such that XQt ~~¥ 1> an<l ^e* dpk —

XQk dp. Then \[G dpk[[q^ < 00 for each fc. Thus by Corollary 2.2, inequality (2.17)

holds for pk- Since Madp,k < Madp and Gdpk f Gdp, inequality (2.7) holds for
p. The constant in (2.20) is obtained by minimizing the constant in (2.17).    □

COROLLARY 2.4.   //I < q < 00 and (2.19) holds, then

(2.21) \\Gfdp[[q^<Cq[[Mafdp[\q^

for all measurable functions / > 0, where Cq is the constant in (2.20).

PROOF. For each /, let {fk} be a sequence of simple functions with compact

supports such that 0 < fk / f. By (2.19)

\\GfkdpQ\\q^ < 00

for each fc. Thus by Corollary 2.3

\\Gfkdp\\qiU < Cq\[M„fkdp[[qtU.

Since Mafk dp < Maf dp and Gfk dp f Gf dp, the result follows.    □
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PROPOSITION 2.5.   Suppose p is absolutely continuous with respect to v, 1 <

r < oo, and p, a, t are functions of sets such that

(2.22) a(Q) >p(QY'TT(QY'r'.

Then

r1 1 1/r'

(2.23) Ma,sfdp(x)<[Mp,sfrdu(x)]llr   MTtS~^   du(x)

PROOF. We note that for any cube Q

i/r T 1 1/r'

a(Q)~l f fdp<   p(Q)~l f fdv r(Q)"1 f ^ du
Jq V Jq        \ Jq av

Apply the definition.    □

If we use the notation

(2-24) \[f\[p,x,Q={J [f(x)[pdX(x)^j

we have

COROLLARY 2.6.   Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.5

d *'        1/T'

(2.25) l|Af(Tl«/^||,,w,o<||Afp,«rdHl^iWig   MT,«-£-di/

b/t',u,Q

where a,b> q satisfy

(2.26) l/a + l/b=l/q.

The following was essentially proved by Sawyer [1].

THEOREM 2.7.   Assume that 1 <p<q <oo, p < oo.  Then

(2.27) ||M^/d/i||,,w<G||/||p,„

holds for all f if and only if p is absolutely continuous with respect to v and

dup' du  p'/p
(2.28) M,,XQ£   » <<?%

9,w,Q p >V-Q

hold for all cubes Q with \Q\ < 6n.
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A variation of this is

THEOREM 2.8.   Assume that 1 < p,q < oo (we can allow q < p). Let r, a, b be

numbers such that (2.26) holds and

(2.29) 1< r < p < a.

Let p, r be the set function satisfying (2.22). Then there is a constant C depending

only on p, q, and n such that

HAWd/iIku, < C[[MT^(dp/dvY du[[l^J[f[\p^

(2'30) x   sup   KQ)-1/p||Mp,,xoHla^0-

PROOF. By Theorem 2.7

If we now make use of Corollary 2.6, we obtain (2.30).    □

THEOREM 2.9.   Under the same hypotheses

(2.31) [[M^sfdp]]^ < \\MaP,j(dp/dv)p' dv[\lq/pp,J\f[[p,u.

PROOF. Take r = p, p = 1, r = ap  in Proposition 2.5. Then we have

r ' -\ i/p'
dup

MatSfdp(x)<[[f[[p,u   Mapl/-g   dv(x)

This implies (2.31).    □

We also have

THEOREM 2.10.   Under the same hypotheses, if p <q, then

||M„,fi/d,i||,ita,<C7||/||,,„   sup   [[MT,s(dp/dvy' dv[[l'r^Q

(2.32) |(^"
x   sup   [[Mp^XQdv[[lJ[rojQu(Q)-llp.

PROOF. First we note that for any cube Q

(2.33) XQMo-,sfdp<Ma,sXQ+2bfdp.

Let {Ik} be a covering of R" by disjoint cubes of side length 6. Then by Corollary

2.6

||AWd/i||,iU, = \TJ\\M^sfdp[\lujJ\

d  r'       1/T'        ( \1/9

<sup  MTtS£   du \Y.\\MP^T dy[[^A      .
b/r',u,Ik   \  k J
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By (2.33) and Theorem 2.7, this last expression is bounded by

\Z\\MP,6Xzikr du\\qX\      <    m^nU(Q)-^\\Mp,sXQdu\\]llr^Q

* \E\\x3IJr duller J      .

Since p < q, the last expression is bounded by

\E\\X*'Jr d</r,v)        =  ̂ EllXlJ'd^J/]        =3^||/||p„.

If we combine these inequalities, we obtain (2.32).    □

PROPOSITION 2.11.   If p is absolutely continuous with respect to v and

Grdp(x)= j G(x-y)dp(y),
J \x — y\>r

then

(2.34)   \\Grfdfi\\q,u<\\f\\PtJj(j G(x - y)q dLo(x)\       ^du\       .

PROOF. We have

\\Grfdp\]qM=(j (j G(x-y)f(y)dp(y)j   du(x)\

<j(j G(x - y)q du(x))      d£du(y)

(/ \ v Ii        •     \ 1/p'

l{Ly>rG{X-y)qMX)) TI   d") ll^l-

Now we give the proofs of the results of § 1.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. We note that (2.21) holds by Corollary 2.4. Then

we apply Theorem 2.8 with r = t and 6 = 00.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. We combine Corollary 2.4 with Theorem 2.9 taking

6 = 00.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. Here we combine Corollary 2.4 with Theorem 2.7

(again taking 6 = 00).

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4. Here we use Theorem 2.10.    □

PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.5. For t / 1, take p = <7fr1_t in Theorem 1.4. Then

MT(dp/dy)t' dv = MT dr = 1.

If we take b = 00, a = q, we obtain (1.15).  For the case t = 1, we use Theorem

1.3.    D
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Next we show how we can weaken (2.19) to

(2.35) \\Gr dpQ\\qtu < oo    for some R and all Q.

We have the following replacement for Corollary 2.4.

COROLLARY 2.12.   If 1 <q < oo and (2.35) holds, then

(2.36) \\Gfdfi\\q,u <q-q2q+1Cq0(q+l)q+1\\Mafdp\\q^.

PROOF. We follow the proofs of Corollaries 2.2-2.4. First assume ||Gr dp[[q^ <

oo. Then by (2.3)

\\Grdp\\q^<e\\G2rdp\\q,ul + 2q+1Cq0e-q\\M(Tdp\[q<bJ.

Thus

(l-e)\\Grdp\\q^<£\\Grdp\\q^ + 2q+1Cq0e-q\\Mr7dp\\q,ul.

Since

Grdp / G dp,    Grdp\0

we have in the limit

(l-e)[\Gdp[[q^<e-q2q+lCq0[\Madp[\q^.

If we take e = q/(q + 1), we obtain (2.36) for / = 1. The general case is obtained

as in the case of Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4.    □

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6. We replace Corollary 2.4 with Corollary 2.12 and

follow the proofs as before.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7. We note that (1.18) implies (1.16) for G(x) = Gs(x).

In fact for /? < 1

G„(x) =O(e~0W)    as|x|^oo.

Thus the expression in (1.16) is bounded by a constant times

([([ e-ft'^dy]    duj(x))
\J     \J\x-y\>R;yeQ J J

< [  I [ e-«0\*-v\ dw(x))       dy.
JQ  \J\x-y\>R J

This will be finite for R sufficiently large if (1.18) holds. For u E Hs'p(Rn,dv) let

f = F(l + ]t:[2)s/2Fu.

Then

IM|s,p,„ = ||/||p,„    and    [\u\\q^ = [\Gsfdx\[q^.

We can now apply Corollary 1.5 and Theorem 1.6 to obtain (1.21).    □
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